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                	OTAVA® Cloud
	Managed Public Cloud
	Colocation
	OTAVA® Desktop as a Service
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                                	Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)
	Backup and Data Protection
	OTAVA® Security as a Service
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                    Clarity in Uncertain Times

                                            OTAVA has you covered. We’ve crafted a special corner of the web just for you to dive into the latest around all the changes Broadcom has made to their partner program and VMware licensing. 

                                                                Learn More
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                You’ve got the drive. We clear the path.

                With OTAVA® on your side, you don’t have to be a cloud expert. We’ve got you covered, offering people-orchestrated solutions and services that are fine-tuned to your ambitions and engineered to succeed.

	Solutions and strategies purpose-built to meet your needs and budgets
	Security and compliance strong enough for the most regulated industries
	Sophisticated data resilience and protection powered by leading technologies
	Consultative and managed services to help you stay ahead of critical issues


Everything we do is backed by a human approach that prioritizes relationships, collaboration, and best-in-class service — giving you the freedom and support to reach your full potential.

                

                                    View solutions
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                As a Premier Broadcom Advantage Partner, OTAVA is here to help you navigate through it with exclusive updates and insights. As a top-500 partner, OTAVA will continue to provide VMware licenses to enterprise and channel customers.


OTAVA has been invited to join the Broadcom Advantage Premier Partner Program. Read more



                

                            

        

    






        
            
                
                    Automation only takes you so far.

                    We don’t believe in “one-size-fits-all” cloud solutions set on autopilot. That’s why we offer a customized, human approach to technology so your business can thrive in the cloud.
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                                People-Centered

                                Human relationships and expertise are at the core of everything we do. Technology and people together.
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                                Purpose-Built

                                We design cloud solutions that simplify the complex and are tailored to meet your individual business goals.
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                                Protection-Minded

                                Security is on your mind — ours too. We give you peace of mind in compliance, continuity, recovery, and data safety.
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                                Potential-Focused

                                We exist to help you reach your business potential and are dedicated to growth that meets your needs.

                            

                                                    

                                        

    





    
        
            
                
                    Industries we empower.

                    We work with organizations of all sizes across a wide variety of industries and have developed deep knowledge and intelligence on the unique challenges each sector must face.
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                                    Financial Services

                                    Staying ahead of data breaches and compliance regulations.

                                

                                                                    Learn more 
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                                    Healthcare

                                    Cutting costs, meeting compliance, and improving quality of care.

                                

                                                                    Learn more 
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                                    SaaS

                                    Boosting scalability, increasing security, and maximizing uptime.

                                

                                                                    Learn more 
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                                    Manufacturing

                                    Driving growth, optimizing processes, and achieving digital transformation.

                                

                                                                    Learn more 
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                                    Insurance

                                    Facilitating growth and adapting to growing consumer demands.

                                

                                                                    Learn more 
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                                    Transportation

                                    Cutting costs, improving data management, and enabling the mobile workforce.

                                

                                                                    Learn more 
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                Compliance comes standard.

                Cloud compliance and security practices are ingrained in everything we do. We are certified in HIPAA; HITECH; HITRUST; SSAE18; SOC 1, 2, 3; PCI-DSS; and ISO 27001, placing OTAVA in an elite group of organizations worldwide.

                

                                    Learn more
                            

        

    






    
        
            
                
                    
                    OTAVA in action.

                    Learn how our purpose-built solutions have positively impacted our clients, helping them unlock new solutions and uncover business opportunities.

                    

                                            View case studies
                                    

            

        

        
                                                        
                            
                                
                                    Case Study

                                

                            
                            
                                OTAVA® Delivers Fully Managed Secure Cloud Hosting Solution for Evans Distribution Systems

                            

                            Read case study
                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    Case Study

                                

                            
                            
                                DataMail – An IT Disaster Recovery Case Study
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                    All the latest.

                

            

            
                
                    Stay up to date and in the know with the most recent cloud news and insights.

                

            

            
                
                                    Explore all resources
                                

            

        

        
                                                        
                            
                                
                                    Blog Post

                                

                            
                            
                                The Future of Cloud Computing in 2024 and Beyond: Trends and Predictions

                                October 11, 2023
                                

                            

                            Learn more 
                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    Blog Post

                                

                            
                            
                                How to Survive the Broadcom VMware Acquisition

                                March 13, 2024
                                This post will provide you with the latest updates on the merger, as well as insights on how to navigate the changes.  Join our community to stay informed about the Broadcom VMWare acquisition.

                            

                            Learn more 
                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    Blog Post

                                

                            
                            
                                Multi-Cloud Strategy: Cultivating Efficiency and Security 

                                November 14, 2023
                                A multi-cloud strategy helps companies handle large amounts of data or require high computing capabilities. It achieves this by distributing its workload across multiple providers, which in turn reduces network congestion, speeds things up, and improves productivity.
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                Overwhelmed by cloud chaos?We’re cloud experts, so you don’t have to be.

            

            
                                    Talk to an expert
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                (877) 740-5028
                Contact Us 
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